
Merry Christmas.........

Merry Christmas

  

Wishing all of our clients old and new a very Merry Christmas and a happy, healthy and
successful New Year.

  

Thankyou

  

Our thanks once again go to our long standing sponsors Topspec Feeds for their
continued support and fantastic feed. 2011 saw the beginning of a new patnership with
the company Zebra products who supplied us with the most beautiful Equipe saddlery
and for this we are very grateful. We can comfidently say that Topspec and Equipe have
helped keep our horses and ponies winning at top level. 

  

Not forgetting our hard working team on the yard for everything they do including Ben,
Duncan, Ian, Lucy, Lucy and Katie.

  

The yard has seen great improvments in 2011 including a fabulous new surface in the
out door arena, mirrors in the indoor, some Jump for Joy Jumps...

  

Good Bye's

  

The brillant Emoe Jessie has gone to her new home in Norway, Noble Loughnatousa
Emilys lovely Novice WHP of 2011 also has a new home as does our long standing
servant and Puissance specailist Haddon House Leonardo.

  

We look forward to 2012 being another exciting year that will see a fair few new faces
coming out and some of last years babies moving up a level.
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Merry Christmas.........

  

Highlights!

  

We are lucky as this year there have been a few!

  

Firstly Emilys European Bronze medal, riding Witch in Portugal was a thrill, Emoe
Jessie's RIHS win and King Mac's HOYS win were fantastic. Wild Rose breaking onto the
International scene with wins at HOYS and Spuce Meadows, Noble Bestman did his first
four star at Burghley with a double clear (all credit to his Team Collett), Leonardo
winning the HOYS Puisance and of course Ruby and Blue qualifing for RIHS and HOYS
on their first attempt.

  

Here's to 2012!!
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